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vincent_t ====== ezoe Bitcoin is so simple, yet so hard to understand. At first I thought the block chain is the fundamental

concept of Bitcoin, and it's hard to understand why we still don't use block chain for anything. ~~~ maxerickson How is it hard
to understand? It's a list of records. The records store the financial history of bitcoins. How is that hard to understand? 1\. The

list doesn't mean anything at all, except to somebody who already understands what data structure and hash table means. 2\. That
is very hard to understand for someone who doesn't understand the economic incentive to maintain that list. 3\. Nobody actually

need that list. They can use it to keep track of that "money" and they could let others manage it by using the same set of data
structure to manage it. They can't used that data structure as an input. 4\. To any users of Bitcoin, the only "magic" thing that is

important is that it gets to the counter party who has the record of value of the money and it delivered to the counter party. If the
block chain doesn't do that, it's useless. I think (1) and (2) are pretty straightforward. Maybe (3) is a bit odd. (4) is pretty

straightforward too, but I suspect it is at least partly a reality that it has to have a fairly prominent role. ------ alexfromapex
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